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Cat

   Keith saw a cat. 

   It was a big cat. 

   “I saw a cat,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big cat,” he 

said.
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Bat

   Keith saw a bat. 

   It was a big bat. 

   “I saw a bat,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big bat,” he 

said.
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Rat

   Keith saw a rat. 

   It was a big rat. 

   “I saw a rat,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big rat,” he 

said.
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Ant

   Keith saw an ant. 

   It was a big ant. 

   “I saw an ant,” said 

Keith. 

   “It was a big ant,” he 

said.
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Bee

   Keith saw a bee. 

   It was a big bee. 

   “I saw a bee,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big bee,” he 

said.
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 Hen

   Keith saw a hen. 

   It was a big hen. 

   “I saw a hen,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big hen,” he 

said.
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Elk

   Keith saw an elk. 

   It was a big elk. 

   “I saw an elk,” said 

Keith. 

   “It was a big elk,” he 

said.
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Pig

   Keith saw a pig. 

   It was a big pig. 

   “I saw a pig,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big pig,” he 

said.
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 Dog

   Keith saw a dog. 

   It was a big dog. 

   “I saw a dog,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big dog,” he 

said.
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Cod

   Keith saw a cod. 

   It was a big cod. 

   “I saw a cod,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big cod,” he 

said.
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Fox

   Keith saw a fox. 

   It was a big fox. 

   “I saw a fox,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big fox,” he 

said.
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Cow

   Keith saw a cow. 

   It was a big cow. 

   “I saw a cow,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big cow,” he 

said.
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Owl

   Keith saw an owl. 

   It was a big owl. 

   “I saw an owl,” said 

Keith. 

   “It was a big owl,” he 

said.
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Bug

   Keith saw a bug. 

   It was a big bug. 

   “I saw a bug,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big bug,” he 

said.
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Pup

   Keith saw a pup. 

   It was a big pup. 

   “I saw a pup,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big pup,” he 

said.
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Fly
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   Keith saw a fly. 

   It was a big fly. 

   “I saw a fly,” said Keith. 

   “It was a big fly,” he said.
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